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walls by patel 2 – Stage designs for life
“Give your walls a voice”, insist Kathrin and Mark Patel. Together with A.S. Création, the

designer couple have designed a new multi-faceted collection rich in motifs. More than 270
digital prints make individual statements – sometimes loudly and with stunning imagery,
sometimes quietly and subtly. Whether in private rooms, shops, offices or restaurants: the
wall images by Patel tell stories. They set a stage for individual lifestyles, create
atmospheres and new possibilities, to produce an ambience which is as unique as the
personalities within them.
The Themes of the Collection
boys are back in town
They only want to play: with image, shape and colour. Whether cool or crazy, hard or
soft: the motifs shape the feeling of the room. They lift the mood and radiate zest for life,
dynamism and a lust for adventure.
we will rock you
Fascinating three-dimensionality sets the stage for a modern, unusual interior style. The
impression of rock can serve as a setting for a puristic ambience – or as an unexpected,
exciting contrast to a warm interior.
into the great wide open
Classic natural scenes – re-interpreted. The grandiose panoramas make vastness palpable
and convert living spaces into refuges for dreams which allow you to forget about all the
hustle and bustle and stress.
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girls just want to have fun
More play, less seriousness. More fantasy, less everyday. A bit rebellious, a bit cheeky. For
a vibrant, young ambience which comes across as fun-loving and carefree and sets colourful
exuberance against any routine.
the secret garden
A special kind of botanical excursion: with uncontrolled growth or cultivated beauty, these
wall images create oases in the middle of urbanity. The motif richness of the floral designs is
opulent, and their effect intoxicatingly emotional.
love me tender
The highly detailed vintage charm of this design, with its textile impression, ensures a warm,
extroverted ambience. The motifs and the structures incorporated in the digital prints ensure
a very special visual appeal.
you’re my wonderwall
Lines, colours and shapes in a three-dimensional game with wood, cardboard and felt: the
strength of the geometry and the different material looks have a pronounced unconventional
effect and set the scene for the motifs in an exciting way.

You can find more information here
Press release by walls by patel: http://www.as-creation.de/fileadmin/de/news/wbpIIPresseinformation.pdf
Collection brochure: http://downloads.patel-design.de/wbpII_teaserbroschuere.pdf
Teaser brochure: http://downloads.patel-design.de/wbpII_teaserbroschuere.pdf
Press image archive: www.as-creation.de/tapeten/fototapeten/walls-by-patel.html
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Brand: Livingwalls
Material: Non-woven material qualities (200g premium, 130g matt, structural non-woven
material, mica)
Period: 2026
Contents: over 270 images
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